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The Development of a Training Software to Reduce the Risk of Wake from Fast Ships
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Christopher Cain, Stenaline Ltd., Stranraer/UK, chris.cain@stenaline.com

Abstract

Wash produced by fast ships can pose a significant risk to the users of the coastal region unless the routes and operational procedures are optimised. Consequently it is essential that ferry operators and their staff understand the nature of the potential risk and the measures which can be applied to reduce and even eliminate the problem. With this in mind, Stenaline Scotland commissioned the Fast Ship Wash Group at Queen's University to develop an interactive computer based training package to instruct naval officers on the nature and potential risks associated with the operation of fast ships in restricted coastal waters.

The training software, which has been developed, is divided into four sections, basic wave theory, waves produced by ships, historic problems and solutions for route optimisation and risk assessment. Wave theory and ship wash is a complex subject so the basic concepts have been explained using computer graphics to visually show the main processes. In particular the differences between the wash characteristics of slow conventional ships and high speed craft operating in shallow water are shown so that the user can understand how long period energetic waves are generated which surge and suddenly break on shorelines. The primary risks to coastal users both on land and on sea are presented and related to the wash pattern and the operation of the ship. Reduction and elimination of problems is illustrated by presenting a series of case histories of route and operational procedure optimisation using Stena Voyager, a HSS 1500 operating between Scotland and Northern Ireland, as an example. Finally an example of a risk assessment procedure is outlined which can form a significant part of the documentation needed to obtain a permit to operate in UK waters.

The rationale behind the software development is discussed with particular emphasis on how such training can improve the safety of operation of these types of ship with respect to wash. It is argued that by understanding the nature of the problem captains can avoid potentially dangerous situations particularly when they are forced to deviate from approved courses as a result of unforeseen circumstances. Consequently the training software has and will continue to make a significant contribution to the safety of users of the coastal zone when fast ships are operating in the area.

1. Introduction

During recent years the rapid growth in numbers of fast ferries has often produced problems for operators and the public close to fast ferry routes. People are at risk of being trapped against sea walls and being knocked off their feet as large waves arrived unexpectedly. Small craft are at risk from capsizing, or grounding on submerged banks, in the troughs of the very long period waves produced. Larger vessels at exposed piers can surge and break mooring lines, occasionally with damage to the dockside. The designers of fast ships may have been aware of all the effects their vessels would generate, however, the operators of such vessels often had limited understanding of the effects created when large fast vessels travel at high speed particularly near to land in shallow coastal waters. Although the application of the results of academic studies has offered solutions to some of the problems created the opportunities for improved safety from a better understanding are not necessarily available to all fast ferry operators. It should also be noted that there is no statutory requirement for this subject to be learned by operators.
2. Early Experiences Of Fast Ship Operation

The early experiences of operating a large fast ship can be illustrated by using Stena Voyager as an example. On 21st July 1996 the Stena Voyager, a HSS 1500 started service on the Stranraer to Belfast route. The vessel is 120m long, 40m beam, 4.80m draft at a displacement of around 4,000T laden and is capable of travelling at 40 knots in water depths as little as 10m. Three months earlier her sister vessel the Stena Explorer had commenced service on the Holyhead - Dun Laoghaire route and on both routes it was found that the wake effects being experienced by others at sea and around the shorelines were unacceptable. The original operational procedures closely followed the experience of the operators, gained whilst operating other smaller fast craft, as well as the limited experience gained at that time with the Stena Explorer.

The HSS's were much larger and heavier than other fast ferries operating at that time. Some time earlier, Seacat, a wave piercing 74m Incat, had started service from Belfast. Seacat’s difficulties in Belfast Lough, and how they had been tackled, had been studied by the operational crew before taking delivery of the Stena Voyager. However, a full understanding of the origins of the problems was still lacking. Seacat operated a voluntary system of increasing clearance distances off problem areas thus reducing complaints. Reduction in speed was a decision resisted until it was the only option. The operators of Stena Voyager, all had previous experience of operating smaller fast craft, but had little understanding of the problems that were to be caused by a much larger vessel.

Reviewing the mistakes made at the start of service illustrates how little was understood of the creation of wash/wake effects at that time. For example, when approaching Belfast with a tanker proceeding up the dredged channel into Belfast ahead of the Stena Voyager, a reduction of speed was decided upon. On that occasion speed was reduced to 20 knots to maintain adequate clearance from the tanker. Unfortunately this produced dramatic waves on the beach at a nearby yacht club. If a specific speed had been required to make large waves then reducing to around 20knots would have been considered ideal, because it coincided with the critical values of depth Froude number and the length Froude number.

Complaints were being received along the north and south shorelines of Belfast Lough and also at P&O’s Cairnryan berth in Loch Ryan. As a response to these problems, speeds close to the coast were reduced with the immediate target of preventing any further complaints and eliminating the potential risk to others. The passage times however were extended unfavourably and this was considered likely to effect the commercial success of the service. The self-imposed speed restrictions had halted the complaints but the need for a study to find reasons for the unacceptable wake was apparent. Studies were commissioned initially with SSPA of Gothenburg and then later with Queen's University Belfast. These studies showed that is was possible to produce effective operating procedures that minimised the risks associated with wake. Work was also commissioned by The Maritime and Coastguard Agency, (MCA) to study the problem and reports MCA 420, *MCA (1998)*, and MCA 457, *MCA (2001)*, were commissioned.

3. Requirement For Training In Wake

It was soon identified that this process was to be an ongoing development of procedures as knowledge of the subject became more and more detailed. At the same time it was noted that the masters and navigators were keen to understand the theory behind the varying approaches to resolve the wake problems. They had no previous education regarding this subject and frequently asked the same questions. These questions were mainly directed to the senior master, who was the point of contact for the studies being undertaken. Careful explanation was required and this was a time consuming process. In addition when new officers were appointed to the vessel, this process had to be repeated with each new recruit starting at the most basic level. At this time it was noted that other companies and personnel operating fast ferries for the first time were repeating the same wake mistakes which had been made earlier by the established fast ferry operators. This was felt
to be arising from a high use of seasonal staff by those companies, combined with training regimes that were not fully effective

Cain (2000) was used as part of the earlier attempts to train both the Masters and Navigators of the Stena Voyager. As an educational tool this was not sufficiently comprehensive, as repeatedly the same questions were raised from those reading it.

Therefore there was a need to develop an effective training package that could explain both the basic theory, and it’s application through the operational procedures developed. In addition it was thought that such a training package would help minimise the risks associated with wake, by ensuring what had been learned from the studies so far was fully understood by all. It was felt that an adequate training package would additionally be of value in fulfilling the requirements within the High Speed Craft (HSC) Code Chapter 18 'Operational Requirements'. Although wake risk prevention is not specifically mentioned within Chapter 18, provision is made for the authority to revoke the 'Permit to Operate', if safety is not maintained. This permit is only to be issued, if amongst others "[...] crew qualifications and training, including competence to the particular type of craft and service intended, and their instructions in regard to safe operational procedures [...]" are satisfied, HSC (1995), paragraph 18.1.3, and specifically 18.1.3.7. In addition it was identified that an adequate training package could assist in meeting the requirements of the MCA. The MCA requires under the HSC Code Chapter 1.9.3 that all fast craft should produce a 'risk assessment of passage plan with respect to wake. Clearly such risk assessments can be produced without the masters and navigators fully understanding the content. However, lack of understanding can lead to problems if it is necessary to deviate from the passage plan. The risk assessment passage plan is considered a “live” document by the MCA and can be the subject of review and modification in the light of complaints received. This document should be updated in the light of experiences gained and any alterations to risks identified. To produce the desired training package Stena approached the 'Fast Ship Wash' group at Queen's University Belfast.

4. Experience with Computer Based Training at Stena

The use of computer based training (CBT) had been successfully implemented for training the crew in the operation of the marine evacuation system (MES). Ability to train/educate ship’s staff is not a skill that is automatically gained with rank or responsibility, and it had been seen that better results were achieved when CBT was used rather than relying on ship’s officers to deliver training courses. Captains and ship’s officers were seen as ‘authority figures’, and junior staff are often reluctant to ask for clarification of points they did not fully grasp. For this training package the target group was of widely varying educational capabilities, and consequently the CBT package was specifically designed to train those with low capabilities as well as those more gifted. Individual learning ability, determines the rate at which people progress with the fully interactive CD. This package was seen as a positive learning experience by all levels within the crew with mistakes being only seen by the computer instead of the rest of the crew.

5. Design Brief for the Wake Training Package

At the outset it was decided that the wake training package would be based on slightly different criteria to the MES training package. The wake training package is designed to form a basic educational source that could be referred back to as an authoritative reference as well as providing a positive learning experience with repeated confirmation of what had been learnt by the trainees.

The target group for the wake training package was deemed to include not only the Masters and Navigators of fast craft but also those involved in higher levels of marine operations who may have restricted knowledge of this developing subject. Many ex seafarers in higher levels of marine operations often have no experience of fast craft operations at a practical level, but they are still responsible for the implementation of safe marine operations within the International Safety Management (ISM) code.
Although the target group has a reasonably high level of education only the naval architects have studied ship hydrodynamics and basic wave theory. Consequently the main requirement was to present a highly technical and difficult subject in a way that could be understood by the non specialist. Therefore it was necessary to start from a basic level and proceed to a level of the latest international knowledge and experience of the subject. It was also considered to be essential that there should be a strong emphasis on illustrating the lessons learned from past mistakes and the solutions implemented by applying the evolving knowledge of the subject.

6. The Wake Training Package

6.1. Overview

Although there are specific computer packages for developing and presenting interactive training with highly developed graphical user interfaces, they are very specialised. This training package however was considered to be a live document as it was anticipated that the training package would need ongoing development as knowledge of the subject increased in future years. Consequently it was decided to use the commonly available package, Microsoft Powerpoint®. However, it was necessary to utilise all the more advanced features of the software in order to produce a user interface which was both attractive and obvious to use. The appearance of each screen is shown in Fig.1. This is one of the introductory screens and explains how the user navigates throughout the training package. Buttons are provided to navigate backwards and forwards from screen to screen as well as information buttons which bring up either pictures, graphics or video clips to illustrate particular points being made in the text. In addition it is possible to jump between sections using the buttons in the bottom left hand corner of the screen.

![Fig.1](image)

6.2. Contents of the training package

The training package has been divided into four main technical sections as follows, which are preceded by the introductory screens.

- Basic wave theory
- Waves produced by ships
- History – problems and solutions
- Risk management
Introductory screens

The introductory screens include a welcome page, acknowledgements and explain the use of the navigation bar, Fig.1. In addition the requirements for training, the learning objectives and the contents of the package are presented. The screen showing the requirement for training states that;

- unlike the majority of slow conventional ships, high speed ships operating in confined coastal waters produce unnatural energetic long period swell waves which arrive at the shoreline unnoticed and break unexpectedly causing risk to coastal users
- risk from wash waves produced by the increased numbers of high speed ships in recent years has raised public concern and the problem must be managed
- a basic understanding of wash waves is essential for ship operators to avoid or reduce potential risk and therefore training is essential

The knowledge the trainee should have gained by the end of the training session has been summarised as;

- the characteristics of gravity water waves
- how waves are transformed by sea bed topography
- the influence structures have on wave patterns
- the nature of wash waves created by fast ships
- how fast ship wash differs from conventional ship wash
- how vessel operation effects the wash waves produced
- how risk from wash can be avoided or reduced
- risk management procedures.

Having completed the course introduction the trainee can choose the next section to study but if a choice is not made one automatically progresses to the section on basic wave theory. Each section has a specific set of learning objectives which are clearly stated at the beginning and end.

Basic wave theory

Before trying to understand the three dimensional wave patterns produced by moving objects such as ships it is essential to study basic wave theory. This subject is often taught in coastal engineering courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate level. It is a difficult subject and would normally require 8 hours of lecturing for students to gain a basic understanding. In the training package the absolute minimum of technical material is presented and extensive use has been made of computer graphics to visualise the physical processes taking place. A description of the key variables defining a water wave is followed by details of the fluid particle motion. Computer graphics show the fluid particle motion in deep, intermediate and shallow water; the latter being the most significant for fast ship wash in coastal waters. The wave transformation processes of shoaling, refraction and diffraction are presented, again illustrated with graphics. Shoaling and refraction are the two most significant transformation processes with respect to wake.

Finally the concepts of dispersive and non dispersive waves are introduced. This is the most significant aspect as it causes the primary difference between high speed and conventional slow speed ship wash at the shoreline. In deep water waves, which are those where the wave length is greater than twice the depth, energy is dispersed from wave to wave in the group. Consequently one wave quickly becomes two and then three due to the longitudinal spread or dispersion of energy. As the number of waves increases the energy and hence height of individual waves decreases with time. However, in shallow water, where the wavelength is twenty or more times the depth, the energy in a single wave is conserved and the single wave remains without reduction of energy. The very long period leading waves in fast ship wash largely behave like this.

Waves produced by ships

This is the second and most relevant theoretical section and builds on the knowledge gained about basic wave theory. It comprises 16 main screens with a further 33 accessed by information buttons. The content is described by the opening screen and is presented in Fig.2.
The section commences with a brief historic review of the work of Lord Kelvin, William Froude and others who developed the basic theory of ship wash. The 'Kelvin' wash pattern is presented and the concepts of length and depth Froude number is discussed. Naval architects normally use length Froude number, which is proportional to the ratio of ship speed and the square root of waterline length. Conversely the depth Froude number, which is primarily used to study wash waves in the coastal environment, is defined as the ratio of ship velocity and the square root of water depth. Its physical interpretation is the ratio of ship speed to the maximum velocity a wave can travel in a given depth of water. It is this wave speed / depth limitation, which determines the characteristics of high speed ship wash in shallow coastal waters.

Screen 5 and the associated information screens provides an overview of the different types of wash pattern produced in various depth Froude number ranges and illustrates the points with a series of photographs diagrams and computer animations. Fig.3 shows an example set of aerial photographs of a fast ferry operating at sub-critical, critical and super-critical depth Froude numbers.

Unlike slow conventional ships fast ships can operate in the super-critical and critical depth Froude number ranges and it is the different characteristics of these wave patterns which causes different risk to coastal zone users. Consequently the training package concentrates on these wave patterns, produced by high speed ships, and draws the distinction between them and other wave systems such as slow speed sub-critical wash, as produced by many ships, and wind seas. In this context high speed ships have been defined as those capable of exceeding a depth Froude number of 0.85 rather than the 'High Speed Craft Code' definition.
A typical wash wave time trace measured several kilometres from the track of Stena Voyager operating within the super-critical depth Froude number range is presented, as shown in Fig.4.

![Fig.4: Super-critical wash trace showing zones 1, 2 and 3](image)

The time series is divided into zones and each is studied in detail. Additional technical information can be obtained at each stage and examples of the wake close to the ship and further away at the shoreline can be viewed. It is emphasised that it is the very long period waves in the first zone and the very short steep waves in the third zone which are peculiar to fast ships and that slow conventional ship wash is similar to zone 2. A comparison is then made between the very long period but relatively small amplitude waves in the leading part of the wash and the much higher and shorter wind induced waves produced during storms. The trainee is then reminded of the concepts of shallow water waves, non dispersive waves and shoaling, covered in the wave theory section and told that the leading waves in the super-critical wash behave like this.

![Fig.5: depth speed curve](image)

Having covered super-critical wash attention is turned to the critical and near-critical operational zone. Here the ship speed and depth limited wave speed are the same or similar. The effect on wash pattern is analogous to an aircraft hitting the sound barrier. The photographs, graphics and output from numerical models show that the largest and most energetic waves are produced in this
operational region. Consequently this region should be avoided. In practice it can not, simply because as a ship leaves port, accelerates to cruising speed and then heads for deeper water it will transcend the critical zone twice. It is explained that ships should avoid the near critical zone. A depth speed curve is presented which clearly shows the critical range of related depths and speeds, Fig.5.

However, there are circumstances when ships can become trapped in the near critical zone without sufficient power. Inadvertently generating a large near critical wash is one of the most common situations leading to wash problems. The situation where a heavily loaded fast ship possibly with the additional drag of hull fouling is entering an estuary from deep water and is down on speed is illustrated. If the ship is travelling at speed lower than the speed at which wave drag is a maximum for a given depth, resistance will rise as the water depth reduces. Thus speed will drop unless additional power is available. Consequently unless speed is reduced so that depth Froude numbers of less that 0.85 prevail, the ship can travel for a considerable distance at near critical speed dropping in speed with reducing depth and producing large transverse non dispersive waves which grow in height and spread in width. The training program instructs the trainee to recognise this situation by using the depth speed curve and to take the appropriate action.

In the final part of this section risk tables are presented in which different potential risks to coastal users in a variety of situations are related to the various zones in the wake time series. The screen shown in Fig.6 summarises the cause of the main risks posed by fast ship wash.

![Stena Wake Wash Trainer](image)

This section describes waves created by ships. It explains how the speed of the ship and the water depth affects the characteristics of the wash waves produced.

At the end of this section you should understand the following:

- Wash wave patterns
- Length and depth Froude number
- Supercritical, critical and sub-critical wash patterns
- Differences between ship waves and naturally occurring waves
- Importance of ship speed when travelling in different water depths
- Potential risks in the coastal environment

Fig.6

**History – problems and solutions**

The third section in the training package describes a series of case histories relating to the operation of Stena Voyager on the Belfast to Stranraer route. A range of studies have been carried out at different locations to optimise the route and operational procedure used by Stena Voyager with the aim of minimising wake problems. The work has included numerical modelling of the wash transformation processes from the ship to the shore and a substantial number of physical wake measurements at critical locations around the shoreline which bounds the route. A substantial number of the scenarios mentioned in the risk tables have been experienced during the lifetime of operation on this route. Consequently excellent training examples of what can happen, the lessons learned and the procedures implemented have application to other ships and locations. In particular the trainee can see the application of the technical aspects of the subject, which were presented in the previous sections.

Six case studies are presented highlighting different aspects of risk associated with fast ship wash and the measures adopted to manage the risk.
• **Inner half of Belfast Lough**
  This is a very shallow area with mud flats and sandbanks exposed at low tide. A dredged channel enables ships to enter the port. High speed operation results in inundation of banks and breaking waves on the shallow areas at mid to low tide causing risk to bait diggers and small boats passing over the shallows. During the top part of the tide waves surge and break on slipways and there is grave risk of people on beaches being trapped against the sea walls behind. At high tide the sea walls are overtopped in several places and coastal paths and nearby gardens flooded. In this instance the only solution has been to limit speed to 17 knots and keep well within the sub-critical range.

• **Ballyholme Bay (outer southern shore of Belfast Lough)**
  This is a horse shoe shaped bay close to the entrance of the Lough. The bed slope is very gentle and the beach is covered at high tide with water up to the sea wall in front of the promenade. The potential of trapping people against the sea wall during the top two hours of the tide and overtopping at high tide were the main risks. The problems were resolved by changing the course of the ship approaching the Lough so that the leading super-critical waves dissipated their energy on the eastern rocky headland which then sheltered the beach. As an additional precaution the ship slows at the 30m contour between one hour either side of high tide.

• **Killroot coal jetty (outer northern shore of Belfast Lough)**
  12,000T ships discharge coal to a local power station at an open jetty located on the northern shore of the outer part of the Lough. A conveyer discharges the coal from the hold into a hopper on the quay. The ship is moored with fore and aft lines, breast lines and springs plus a short midship line to prevent the ship ranging on the berth and the coal missing the hopper. The long period leading waves in the wash causes the ship to range several metres breaking the short lines which end up taking most of the strain. At present the problem has been resolved by slowing when the jetty is 70° off the bow during the inbound passage and delaying acceleration on the outbound passage until after the 70° bearing. An additional precaution has been the fast ship warning the moored ship of its approach. However, these procedures are only applied when the berth is occupied. Otherwise high speed operation continues to the fairway buoy and acceleration starts at buoys 3-4 on the outbound passage.

• **Beaches at Crawfordsburn and Helens Bay**
  Occasional large wash events were reported. This was identified as being caused by prolonged near critical speed operation in the outer part of the Lough for the reasons discussed in a previous section. The problem was resolved by dropping speed when the critical speed trap was encountered.

• **Loch Ryan inner part**
  This is a similar situation to the inner part of Belfast Lough except the channel is 4m shallower and narrower. An open Ro-Ro ferry terminal is located at the seaward end of the channel. Even with the fast ships travelling at sub-critical speeds the link spans at the terminal were excited by the short period but steep waves in the Kelvin wash. This could only be resolved by very low speed operation of 12 knots.

• **Loch Ryan (outer part)**
  This case study demonstrates the use of speed steps, wave focusing on the inside of turns and seasonal variations in ship operation to accommodate nesting of 'Little Terns' on low lying pebble banks. In Loch Ryan there is a deeper trench to seaward of Cairn Point. This can be used in the deceleration phase to transcend the critical zone very rapidly by dropping speed simultaneously with a sudden increase in depth. Wave focusing inside the turn into the loch is shown which can cause problems in some areas. However, in Loch Ryan the wave is concentrated on a remote rocky headland. During May early June a colony of Little Terns nests on a bank which is normally over-washed at high tide by the leading waves in the super-critical wash travelling down the loch. Early slow down on the few sailing effected avoids the problem and shows how pragmatic speed restrictions at certain times can avoid a blanket speed restriction.

The most important outcome from this section is that it shows what can be done to manage the consequences of fast ship wash. Also it clearly demonstrates that single measures do not resolve the
problems in all cases. Consequently it is emphasised that each part of every high speed ship route close to land must be assessed individually and the most appropriate operational procedure adopted. Often it is possible to vary the procedure to account for tide level, the proximity of other ships and even the nesting times of wildlife.

**Risk management**

In the final section the trainee is presented with a list of measures which can be adopted to manage the potential risk from high speed ship wash as well as the methods of risk assessment and the production of passage plans. At present there is not a statutory standard for preparing the documentation required for the route assessment with respect to wake wash as part of the paperwork required for the permit to operate which must be obtained from the MCA. The screen shown in Fig.7 explains the current position.

![Stena Wake Wash Trainer Section 4 - Risk Management](image)

**Fig.7: Road to Legislation**

In some countries in the world simple formulae are applied to determine the maximum height of wash wave that is permitted at a certain water depth off the shoreline. Unfortunately this tends to be over simplistic and it can be argued that it does not necessarily prevent risk in many cases. In the UK the risk assessment document is live and incidents or complaints about wake are logged. The offenders are required to reconsider their route assessment document and if deemed necessary alter their operational procedure. Consequently the trainee is left with the clear picture that if he or she is operating a fast ship it is their responsibility to ensure that the potential for wake incidents is minimised particularly when the ship is forced to deviate from the specified operational procedure due to unplanned circumstances. This can be as simple as avoiding other shipping on the planned route and for example the consequences of course changes and the resulting wave focusing on the inside of turns needs to be understood. A further example is the potential consequences of passing other vessels both large and small when accelerating though the critical speed range particularly in channels and estuaries of confined width. The possibility of grounding of large vessels constrained by their draft is a further example.

**7. Consumer Feedback**

An important consideration when producing an effective computer based training package is to seek a critical review of the work produced before the final version is implemented. Ideally the training package should be presented to a selection of the target group it is intended for, with constructive feedback being encouraged. As had been learned with the production of the MES training CD, this was a fundamental step in the process to achieve a successful training package for wake.
During this process the first draft of the CD was distributed throughout Stena Line in the areas where feedback was considered as being assured. Stena Line’s own naval architects in Sweden were sent a copy of the 1st draft as well as senior managers involved with the safety management of Stena Line both in Sweden and the UK. By including these groups it was hoped that the review would have input from as wide a group as possible. Some of these naval architects were involved with the design of the HSS craft, and therefore had detailed knowledge of the craft. The CD was also made freely available to the masters and navigators of the Stena Voyager and critical review requested from all. Adequate time for reviewers to consider the training package was essential. The review criterion for others not involved in the making of the CD was to consider the total concept and the delivery of the training. This process took a little longer than expected but the comments received have been of considerable value and were considered carefully by the development team at Queen’s.

This feedback process was a success and very little was identified as requiring change. The main addition suggested was the inclusion of more video clips of actual wash action. A consistent comment received during this feedback process from all areas was, “[..] this CD should be distributed to all the HSS 1500’s”.

Feedback from the naval architects made very little reference to the basic theory section however they did regard the explanation of how theory could be used to provide the answers to problems as very good. The naval architects were not being shown anything within the theory section that they did not have full knowledge of, however, attempting to teach this theory to either reduce or eliminate problems created, was new to them.

These comments were very positive as they indicated that the target group of masters and navigators as well as the most senior management of the company valued the work achieved so far, and felt it should be shared throughout the company. Consequently after the inclusion of the suggested additions, copies of the CD were sent to both the Stena Explorer and the Stena Discovery. This training package now forming the company standard for all HSS 1500 vessels with respect to wake issues.

8. Potential for Improved Safety as a Result of Training

Reduced risk from passage plan deviations
The package, by raising the understanding of both theory and the solutions to potential problems, provides the best option to help to prevent future incidents where coastal users are placed at risk. As previously discussed, this is particularly important when deviation from the passage plan is forced upon the vessel. Wake problems have occurred due to altering course to avoid other vessels resulting in deviation from the specified course line. Also, unplanned reductions in speed to a critical value have caused problems. After training the masters involved with these incidents readily accept that they have the capability to reduce the risk to others from wake in these situations now that they understand the consequences of the different actions they can take.

Reduction in environmental impact
Knowledge enables the operators of fast ships to act in a responsible manner with respect to the environment. The potential risk from wake to a very important breeding area for terns in Loch Ryan during their breeding season is a notable example. This breeding colony contains different varieties of terns including some rare species. Working with the RSPB and applying the knowledge of wake propagation to the situation, an early reduction in speed at times of higher tides resulted in removing the risks to the terns. There was a small impact on crossing times for the Stena Voyager but this was more than offset by the very positive thanks received from the local RSPB representative. Instead of being viewed as commercial company operating purely for profit the company was seen as being a safe operator who was prepared to make efforts to operate with due regard for environmental issues.

The wider application of training
There is a need to produce a similar training package for all operators and crews of fast ships as a
method of raising awareness throughout the marine industry. This could be extended to the provision of informative material to yacht clubs, boat clubs, sea based leisure organisations and schools.

A recent incident involving a smaller fast ship near Cowes resulted in the Marine Accident Investigation Branch, (MAIB), investigating the causes of this incident. The final report on this incident has not yet been published, however, during their investigations the MAIB became aware that Stena Line had produced their own training CD and requested a copy. This was provided on a ‘commercial in confidence’ basis to them and during a visit to them the reasoning behind the production and format of the training software was explained. The MAIB were interested to know how problems had been identified and addressed to improve safe operating procedures.

Incidents involving wake are mainly preventable by a full understanding of the problems involved, It seems likely that this subject will soon have to be studied by all operators, masters and navigators of vessels capable of creating wake problems. It is not however correct to wait for possible legislation changes to identify and provide a solution to the lack of education for those involved on a day to day basis.

*Measures of success*
As procedures have been developed in the light of the results of the various studies completed there followed a drop in insurance claims from wake issues. Commercial companies are largely driven by an improvement to the balance sheet as well as safety factors. To illustrate the benefits of close cooperation between the operators and the academics and the development of training, *figure 8* shows the wake Insurance Claims made against the claims paid for during the first three years in service of the Stena Voyager. It should be noted that the claims made also include the claims that have not been honoured due to being false.

![Wave Wash Insurance Claims](image)

Fig.8: Insurance claims with respect to wake from Stena Voyager

Much can be achieved by ensuring that the public, are aware of the dangers from the wash of high speed ships. Warning signs are of most benefit to visitors to the area, since the local population are usually experienced with the effects from other ferries and adjust to the new risks. However those involved in marine operations at a high level should be able to understand why and how improvements to reduce risk can be achieved.

The illustration regarding insurance claims reinforces the success of applying the lessons learnt from theory to operational procedures. Increased safety through improved operational procedures can also
be seen to have a positive financial impact. Safety is often thought as a cost alone but by proactive management insurance liabilities can be minimised and costs reduced for both operators and insurers.

9. Concluding Remarks

A computer based training package has been produced on the various aspects of wake produced by fast ships. This is in response to public concern regarding the additional risk resulting from the characteristics of the waves produced. The development of a computer based training system has significantly reduced risk to others and has the potential for wider application. It has already been adopted by all the HSS 1500’s operating in Stena Line. Training and information transfer has been shown to have a direct impact on the number of wake related incidents and the resulting insurance claims.
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